
Deep Learning



Deep Learning

Deep learning is a superpower. 

With it, you can make a 

computer see, synthesize art, 

translate languages, render a 

medical diagnosis, or build 

pieces of a car that can drive 

itself. It that isn't a superpower, 

I don't know what is.

— Andrew Ng, Stanford University



The Big Picture

Deep Learning

Machine Learning

Artificial

Intelligence

Reinforcement 

Learning

Expert Systems

1960s – Early neural networks are devised, but 

training is impractical due to lack of computing 

power and access to compute resources

1980s – Researchers improve back-propagation 

algorithms for training neural networks and apply 

them to convolutional neural networks

1990s – Researchers at Bell Labs invent the modern 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm for 

discovering decision boundaries

2010s – ML and AI explode due to faster computing 

hardware (especially GPUs), expanded availability of 

data, and increased research funding

2000s – Algorithmic advances in machine learning 

give rise to decision trees, random forests, 

gradient-boosting machines, and more

1950s – Researchers begin pondering whether 

computers can think like humans and devise 

Symbolic AI – e.g. chess programs



 Contain layers of nodes or neurons connected by paths with weights

 Data propagates forward by summing products of values and weights, 

adding biases, and using activation functions to add non-linearity

Neural Networks
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How Neural Networks Work
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Different Weights and Biases, Same Result
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Changing the Inputs
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Adjust weights and biases to reduce error ("loss") in the output using 

an optimizer such as SGD, RMSProp, or Adam

Backpropagation
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 Training involves navigating 

multi-dimensional loss landscape 

searching for global minimum 

using gradient descent

 Optimizer decides which way to 

adjust weights and how much 

(learning rate)

 Adam implements "smart" 

adaptive learning rate based on 

exponential moving averages

Optimizers

Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1805.04829 ("Spatial Uncertainty Sampling for End-to-End Control")



 What is the "right" width and depth for a neural network?

 More neurons provide more learning capacity but increase risk of overfitting

 Greater width is preferred to greater depth due to vanishing gradients

 A network with just one or two hidden layers has the capacity to solve even 

complex non-linear problems

 2 x 128 x 1 network features 513 trainable parameters; 2 x 512 x 512 x 1 features 264,705!

 More neurons == More training time

 Try various widths and depths to find the right balance between 
training time, accuracy, and the network’s ability to generalize

Sizing Neural Networks



Less is More

1 hidden layer with

16 neurons (65 trainable 

parameters)

1 hidden layer with

64 neurons (452 trainable 

parameters)



Deep-Learning Libraries

Library Language(s) GitHub URL

TensorFlow Python, C++, JavaScript https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow

Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit (CNTK) Python, C++, C# https://github.com/Microsoft/CNTK

Theano Python http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/

Keras Python https://github.com/keras-team/keras

Caffe / Caffe2 Python, C++ https://github.com/caffe2/caffe2

PyTorch Python https://github.com/pytorch/pytorch

Apache MXNet Python, C++, JavaScript, 

R, Julia, Scala, Perl

https://github.com/apache/incubator-

mxnet

DeepLearning4J (DL4J) Java, Scala, and other 

JVM languages

https://github.com/deeplearning4j/deeplea

rning4j

Core ML (iOS) Swift, Objective-C N/A



from keras.layers import Dense

from keras.models import Sequential

model = Sequential()

model.add(Dense(3, activation='relu', input_dim=2))

model.add(Dense(1))

model.compile(loss='mae', optimizer='adam', metrics=['mae'])

model.fit(x, y, epochs=10, batch_size=50)

Neural Networks Made Easy with Keras



 Format for interchangeable AI models developed by Microsoft, 

Amazon, and Facebook

 Backed by Intel, AMD, NVIDIA, and others

 Native support included in PyTorch, CNTK, MXNet, and Caffe2

 Converters available for TensorFlow and CoreML

 Example: Build and train a TensorFlow model,

export it to ONNX, and convert it to CoreML

for use with iOS

 https://github.com/onnx/models

Open Neural Network Exchange (ONNX)


